
 
 

 

ABSTRACT 
 
That thesis is fit into the FEBEX (Full-scale Engineered Barrier Experiment) project framework. The 
objective of the FEBEX project is to study the behaviour of engineered barriers for the storage of high-
level radioactive waste in crystalline rocks. 
The test takes place in a new gallery, excavated in the northern area of the underground laboratory at 
Grimsel Test Site (GTS), managed by NAGRA, in Grimsel (Switzerland). The experiment involves the 
set-up of two electric heaters, scaled to the dimensions and weights of the original concept capsules. The 
space around the heaters is filled with compacted bentonite blocks. The bentonite hydration is necessary 
to start with the barrier works. For this reason it is important to know the flux quantity and distribution to 
the gallery. It is with this intention that is necessary a hydrogeologic study. 
Two boreholes of 150 and 70 meters were expressly bored for the project. Besides these boreholes, two 
boreholes drilled in 1985 of 150 m for other GTS tests and 19 radial boreholes drilled from inside the 
FEBEX gallery were used. The boreholes are separate by a multipacker system in intervals. In each 
interval had installed different sensors to measure data used for that thesis (water pressure) as other 
physic proprieties (temperatures, packer pressures). 
Three pumping test types were executed. Pulse test (single-borehole test) consist of a sudden pressure 
change, in a borehole interval, due to a sudden injection or extraction of a small volume of water and they 
are realized at all the intervals; short duration tests, which are different from pulse test in pumping 
duration and because they are realized only in one borehole. Finally cross-hole tests consist on pump at 
constant rate at certain isolated interval and then observe the hydraulic response at the rest of the 
intervals. 
The next step is the data interpretation. The interpretation is divided in two phases: analytical and 
numerical. 
The analytical interpretation is done using EPHEBO (visual version of MARIAJ-IV code). EPHEBO 
allows the pumping or injection tests interpretation with a set of models through the automatic calibration 
parameters assuming the medium as homogeneous and infinite. The data fit process is done individually 
(interval by interval). 
Due to the analytical interpretation is based on the medium homogeneity, it is necessary an interpretation 
to obtain more realistic results, because our project is found in a natural heterogeneity medium. It 
produces that appears structures which condition flux distribution and it is necessary construct a model of 
this situation to get a realistic hydraulic parameters. Then, to obtain the best possible results, is necessary 
a numerical interpretation with a 3-D model. 
Before the model construction is necessary define a conceptual model. For this reason the medium 
materials and the main geological structures have to be identified. These tasks with the results obtained 
during the analytical interpretation make easier the job.  
The numerical interpretation is based on groundwater flux 3D model construction. It has to reproduce the 
geometry and the hydraulic measurements. Once the model is constructed, flux parameters are calibrated 
with TRANSIN-III, which allows the automatic parameters calibration. 
Coinciding with three project phases, three hydraulic test campaigns have been developed: pre-
operational campaign. During that campaign the gallery was empty; heating campaign developed with the 
two heaters on function and the bentonite installed and the dismantling campaign, which one heaters and 
its surrounding bentonite were dismantled. 
Once the introduction and the thesis objectives are described, methodology for data collection and 
processing is presented. When different campaigns data are interpreted, hydraulic parameters are 
compared. Comparison tries to find any relationship between parameters and phases changes. The 
principal conclusion is that no trend can be detected between parameters and phases. A few intervals 
display some variations between campaigns, but these variations can be attributed to incidents during 
testing or interpretation uncertainties. 
     


